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Since our last newsletter we've exhibited at two defense focussed events: MSPO in Poland,

and DSEI in London. These were very positive events that gave us the opportunity to discus

new innovations, met with existing and potential customers and learn more about trends

in the defense industry.  In addition, we presented the trends in Intel processor based

modules at the 8th MicroTCA Workshop which was held at DESY in Hamburg.  We are

posting more regular updates on our LinkedIn profile and we'd encourage you to follow us

to find out more about our experiences at these events and more.
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Upcoming Exhibitions

We are involved in the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) based rugged Inference at

the Edge solutions. 

These solutions are designed to infer a result based on a trained model when used in the

uncontrolled and challenging environmental conditions typically found in intelligence

gathering equipment within the defense, transportation and exploration markets.  These

types of devices use a multitude of sensors and, over time, the resolution and accuracy of

these sensors has vastly improved multiplying the amount of data dramatically.

Historically the data gathered by this type of equipment was analyzed after the event in a

prolonged and manual way.  Inference at the Edge analyzes the data gathered by the

device in the field to provide actionable intelligence in real time.

Learn More
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The next exhibition we will be attending is Embedded

World in Nuremberg, Germany , 25 - 27 February 2020. We

are excited to be exhibiting again and you can expect more

information on our LinkedIn Page closer to the event. If

you would like to meet with us at this event, we'd

recommend you contact us with a suggested day/time so

that we can reserve a slot in our schedule.

View AllProduct Advancements
We have been extremely busy expanding our current portfolio. 

Working alongside Acromag, we have delivered a single slot, stand-

alone I/O controller for 6U VPX™ deployments.  The base product

consists of a Concurrent Technologies processor XMC module fitted on

an Acromag VPX452x carrier which has four sites for

AcroPack® modules.

Our TR G4x/msd 3U VPX rugged server board has achieved VMware

Ready™ status. This designation indicates that after a detailed

validation process TR G4x/msd has achieved VMware’s highest level of

endorsement and is supported on VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESXi)

6.7 for production environments.

We have launced our latest AdvancedMC module, AM E4x/msd for high

performance comute intensive applications. 

In addition, we have completed all the qualification tests for our

rugged  conduction-cooled 6U VPX processor board, VR E7x/msd-RCx

and this product is now fully released.  By enhancing our thermal

solution, we were able to deliver a product that performs significantly

better than it's predecessor.

For all of our news and events, click the 'view all' button in the top right

of this box.
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From all at Concurrent Technologies:
Happy Holidays, and all the best for 2020!
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